It's easy to understand that we can't change the weather. We simply have to live with it.
But... today ClimaCell can accurately forecast 7 days out, three days out, 24 hours out, 2 hours out, 30 minutes out...
By incorporating data beyond the scope of other weather applications and going beyond the intel provided by NOAA,
we bring you a tool that drives action in your Fleet Weather Situational Response Plan. Using wind speeds, wave
heights, rainfall, predictive lightning paths, temperature and pressure all simultaneously 24/7, we can drive safety,
efficiency and lower the operational risks of your Fleet as it relates to weather.
Our advanced weather technology integrates with your Fleet Vessel Weather Situational Response Plan to
communicate to your staff, vessels, crews and clients aboard so they can take preventative action as the weather
evolves or take flash action in response to fast changing local weather developments.
This advanced technology is an ongoing, real time resource that connects both your Fleet and your Vessel
Management Team with the valuable intelligence to drive action so vital to personnel safety, maximum productivity
and operational success. ClimaCell can deliver this to you and every member of your Team today.
ClimaCell's solution offers 90% correlation to ground truth versus radar's 50% - a key measure to reliable accuracy.
ClimaCell is on a mission to map the world's weather data and bring it to a useful local level.
Let us demonstrate how we can help your Fleet operate with greater safety, increased efficiency and lowered risks.
Contact NearshoreNetworks by email at comms@nearshorenetworks.com, or call us at +1 844 526 2624, ext 4 (US)
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